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QUANTUM COMPLEXITY OF INTEGRATIONERICH NOVAKAbstrat. We study the omputation of the integral of funtions from the lassialH�older lasses F k;�d on [0; 1℄d and de�ne  by  = (k + �)=d. The known optimalorders for the omplexity of deterministi and (general) randomized methods areomp(F k;�d ; ") � "�1=and omprandom(F k;�d ; ") � "�2=(1+2):For a quantum omputer we proveompquantquery(F k;�d ; ") � "�1=(1+)and ompquant(F k;�d ; ") � C "�1=(1+) (log "�1)2=(1+):For restrited Monte Carlo (only oin tossing instead of general random numbers)we prove ompoin(F k;�d ; ") � C "�2=(1+2) (log "�1)1=(1+2):To summarize the results one an say that� there is a (roughly) quadrati speed-up of quantum algorithms over randomizedlassial methods, if  is small;� there is an exponential speed-up of quantum algorithms over deterministi(lassial) algorithms, if  is small.1. Introdution and Results1.1. Computation of the mean. Consider the following problem: Compute themean Sn(x) = 1n nXi=1 xiof n numbers xi, where jxij � 1, up to some error 0 < " < 1=2. The omplexity ofthis problem depends on n and " and in the real number model we obtainomp(n; ") � n � (1� "):(1)Here we onsider the worst ase setting, with the worst ase ost and the worstase error. With randomized methods we an do muh better, at least if n is largeDate: August 19, 2000. 1



2 ERICH NOVAKompared to "�2. The ost is of the orderomprandom(n; ") � min(n; "�2):(2)Now the error of a method is a random variable and the requirement is that itsexpetation is bounded by ". The statements (1) and (2) follow easily from wellknown upper and lower bounds. See, for example, Novak (1988).If we allow only random bits (restrited Monte Carlo methods, oin tossing) insteadof arbitrary randomized methods then one gets the upper boundompoin(n; ") � C �min(n; "�2 logn)(3)whih follows easily from (2).A further improvement is possible by a quantum omputer. The upper bound "�1for the query omplexity, de�ned by the number of times the real valued orale isaessed to solve the problem, is proved in Brassard, H�yer, Mosa, Tapp (2000). SeeTheorem 12 of this paper. Using also the lower bounds from Nayak, Wu (1998) onean see that the exat order of this query omplexity isompquantquery(n; ") � min(n; "�1):(4)The bound (4) is very important for the present paper. Grover (1998) states theupper bound "�1 and says that it is \up to polylogarithmi fators".If we onsider, for the quantum omputer, the bit number model then we need aslightly larger ost. Here we need "�1 log "�1 orale alls. An additional fator lognomes in by the de�nition of the ost and one getsompquant(n; ") � C �min(n log "�1; "�1 logn log "�1);(5)see Setion 2 for details on the model of omputation. The output of a quantumalgorithm is a random variable A(x; "), we always request thatjA(x; ")� Sn(x)j � " with probability at least 3=4:(6)Of ourse we an run the algorithm several times to inrease the probability of suess.1.2. Computation of integrals. How an we apply these results to the problem ofnumerial integration? Let us �rst onsider the omputation of the integralI(f) = Z[0;1℄d f(x) dxfor funtions from the H�older lassesF �d = ff : [0; 1℄d ! R j kfk1 � 1; jf(x)� f(y)j � kx� yk�g;0 < � � 1. Consider, for d = 1, the midpoint ruleQ1̀(f) = 1̀ X̀i=1 f �2i� 12` �



QUANTUM COMPLEXITY OF INTEGRATION 3and for d > 1 the respetive tensor produt Qdn that uses n = `d funtion values. Bywell known estimates for d = 1 together with the tehnique of Haber (1970, p. 489)we get the estimate e(Qdn; F �d ) � C � d � n��=d(7)for the worst ase error of the produt rule. To obtain e(Qdn; F �d ) � ", we have to taken(F �d ; ") � �C d" �d=� :(8)We an now use the results from above to obtain upper bounds for the omplexityof numerial integration. Using the (trivial) result (1) we get a bound for the (worstase) omplexity of integration,omp(F �d ; ") � �C d" �d=� :(9)With (2) we obtain omprandom(F �d ; ") � C � "�2(10)and if we only allow random bits then we obtain, using (3) and (8),ompoin(F �d ; ") � C d� "�2 (log d+ log "�1):(11)In the same way we obtain, for the quantum omputer, the upper boundsompquantquery(F �d ; ") � C "�1(12)and ompquant(F �d ; ") � C d� "�1 (log d+ log "�1) log "�1:(13)Observe that all these bounds (9){(13) are just upper bounds whih we get by apartiular proof tehnique. Atually it is known that the order in (9) is optimal,omp(F �d ; ") � Cd;� "�d=�;(14)while the upper bounds for Monte Carlo methods are not optimal, we haveomprandom(F �d ; ") � Cd;� "�2d=(2�+d)(15)and ompoin(F �d ; ") � Cd;� "�2d=(2�+d) log "�1:(16)For the proof of (15) see Heinrih (1993), Novak (1988), or Traub, Wasilkowski,Wo�zniakowski (1988). It is not diÆult to show that (16) follows from (15). Atuallywe will improve the exponent in the log-term slightly and prove suh an upper boundwith the fator (log "�1)1=(1+2�=d), see (21).



4 ERICH NOVAK1.3. The problem and the results. Can the upper bounds (12) and (13) be im-proved, similarly as the upper bounds (10) and (11)? What is the optimal rate ofonvergene (or the rate of the omplexity) for numerial integration with a quantumomputer?In this paper we answer this question for lasses suh as the F �d . We onsider themore general H�older lassesF k;�d = ff : [0; 1℄d ! R j kfk1 � 1; f 2 Ck; jDif(x)�Dif(y)j � kx� yk�; 8Dig;where Di runs through the set of all partial derivatives of order k and k 2 N0 ,0 < � � 1. For k = 0 we obtain F 0;�d = F �d . It is onvenient to use the notation = k + �d ;beause this number is a good measure for the smoothness and appears in all theestimates. First of all, the optimal orders for deterministi and (general) randomizedmethods are known, see, e.g., Novak (1988). We haveomp(F k;�d ; ") � "�1=(17)and omprandom(F k;�d ; ") � "�2=(1+2):(18)Therefore we have to study only the quantities ompquant, ompquantquery , and ompoin.For the upper bounds we use a tehnique alled \variane redution" in the literatureon Monte Carlo methods. For the lower bound we use a deomposition tehnique ofBakhvalov, together with the lower bound of Nayak and Wu, see (4). We obtain thefollowing optimal rates of onvergene.Theorem 1. De�ne  = (k + �)=d, as above.ompquantquery(F k;�d ; ") � "�1=(1+);(19) ompquant(F k;�d ; ") � Cd;k;� "�1=(1+) (log "�1)2=(1+);(20) ompoin(F k;�d ; ") � Cd;k;� "�2=(1+2) (log "�1)1=(1+2):(21)To summarize the results one an say that� there is a (roughly) quadrati speed-up of quantum algorithms over randomizedlassial methods, if  is small;� there is an exponential speed-up of quantum algorithms over deterministi (las-sial) algorithms, if  is small.



QUANTUM COMPLEXITY OF INTEGRATION 51.4. Some omments. So far, most papers on quantum omputing deal with dis-rete problems, suh as fatoring numbers or searhing a database. Quantum omput-ing also helps for the ontinuous problems of numerial analysis or information-basedomplexity. Grover (1998) studies, among other things, the omputation of the meanof �nitely many real numbers. Related problems and algorithms are investigated alsoin the papers Boyer, Brassard, H�yer, Tapp (1998), Brassard, H�yer, Tapp (1998),Grover (1996), and Mosa (1998). The paper Nayak, Wu (1998) ontains new lowerbounds, while the reent paper Brassard, H�yer, Mosa, Tapp (2000) ontains newupper bounds.Exellent surveys on quantum omputing are Shor (1998) and Cleve, Ekert, Hen-derson, Mahiavello, Mosa (1999). Also the paper Abrams, Williams (1999) dis-usses the omputation of sums and integrals, \as long as the funtion is not patho-logial".In numerial analysis and information-based omplexity we usually assume thereal number model with an orale that gives funtion values, see Traub, Wasilkowski,Wo�zniakowski (1988) and, more formally, Novak (1995). Conerning the \allowedrandomness" of the algorithms we may distinguish between three di�erent ases. If arandom number generator is available that an produe random ! 2 [0; 1℄ aordingto the Lebesgue measure then we obtain the well known result (18). Also the otherextreme ase, where no randomness is available, is well studied and we obtain theresult (17). Hene we only have to onsider the ase of restrited Monte Carlo methodswhere oin tossing is allowed (and has unit ost), but not general random numbergenerators. This ase somehow orresponds to quantum omputation where suh arandomness an be easily realized.In Setion 2 we give a little tutorial on quantum omputation and present thesearh algorithm of Grover. We explain the model of omputation and the ost of aquantum omputation. Our proofs are ontained in Setion 3. We add a setion wherewe disuss the omputation of arbitrary bounded random variables by a quantumomputer with a random number generator. Here we use a rather unrealisti modelof omputation beause we assume that there is a random number generator withoutost.2. The Model of Computation and the Searh Algorithm of GroverIn this setion we desribe the model of omputation and the searh algorithm ofGrover (1996), see also Boyer et al. (1998). This setion does not ontain new results.Let H1 be a 2-dimensional Hilbert spae over C and let e0 and e1 be two orthonor-mal vetors in H1. The spae H1 represents a quantum bit, in the Dira notation wehave e0 = j0i and e1 = j1i :



6 ERICH NOVAKFor m 2 N quantum bits we use the 2m-dimensional tensor produt spaeHm = H1 
 � � � 
H1with m fators. An orthonormal basis is given by the 2m vetorsb` = ei1 
 � � � 
 eim ;where ij 2 f0; 1g and ` = mXj=1 ij 2m�j; ` = 0; : : : ; 2m � 1:(22)There are 2m di�erent b` and this orresponds to the 2m di�erent possibilities of aninformation that is given by m lassial bits. The Dira notation for b` is just j`i,instead of ei1 
 ei2 one �nds ji1; i2i or also ji1i ji2i. The formally di�erent objets(i1; : : : ; im) and ` or b` are often identi�ed and alled \lassial state".One more piee of Dira-notation is often used: jxi hyj is a mapping, de�ned by(jxi hyj)(jzi) := (y; z) � jxi :Here we write (y; z) = hy j zi for the salar produt. Therefore the projetion Px ona normed vetor x is written as jxi hxj. It is de�ned by y 7! (x; y) x.The Fourier series of x 2 Hm is given byx = Xij2f0;1g�(i1;:::;im)ei1 
 � � � 
 eim = 2m�1X̀=0 �` b`:(23)We are only interested in normed vetors, kxk = 1. All suh vetors are alled \quan-tum states". For eah quantum state there is a probability distribution on the lassialstates: the probability of ` is j�`j2.A quantum algorithm starts with a lassial state k 2 f0; : : : ; 2m � 1g whih weidentify with bk 2 Hm. Then a number of unitary transformations U1; : : : ; Ur areapplied, the result is the quantum statexk = Ur : : : U1(bk)and an be written in the form (23). Allowed are only those unitary transformationsthat are \eÆient" in the sense that at most two quantum bits are hanged. Thismeans that, for example, Ui hanges the �rst two bits and is of the formUi(v1 
 � � � 
 vm) = eUi(v1 
 v2)
 v3 � � � 
 vm;for some unitary eUi : C 4 ! C 4 . In the quantum bit number model, whih we usefor the numbers ompquant, one suh unitary operation has ost one. The output ofthe algorithm, given by a �nal measurement, is a lassial state ` 2 f0; : : : ; 2m � 1g,or ertain bits of `. The probability of ` is j�`j2, where �` is the respetive FourieroeÆient of xk = Ur : : : U1(bk). We say that a quantum algorithm omputes a givenfuntion if the probability of a orret output is at least 3=4.



QUANTUM COMPLEXITY OF INTEGRATION 7Now we desribe the searh problem and quantum omputations with an orale.Let m 2 N and Xm = f0; 1; : : : ; 2m � 1g. Assume that f : Xm ! f0; 1g is anarbitrary mapping whih, of ourse, an be identi�ed with a subset of Xm. We de�nea orresponding unitary mapping Sf on Hm bySf (b`) = �b` if f(`) = 1 and Sf(b`) = b` if f(`) = 0:We also put S0 = Sf for f(`) = Æ0;`. A blak box or orale Qf for f is de�ned onHm+1 by Qf(b` 
 ei) = b` 
 ei+f(`):Here the plus sign in ei+f(`) means addition modulo 2, also alled exlusive or. Thenone an easily show that Sf (b`)
 e0 = QfPQf(b` 
 e0);and therefore the orale Qf an be used to ompute funtion values of Sf . Here P isde�ned by P (b` 
 ei) = (�1)i b` 
 ei:One an even simulate Sf with Qf using only one appliation of Qf : simply applyQf on (b` 
 (e0 � e1)).A searh problem is de�ned as follows. Let Fm be the set of all f` : Xm ! f0; 1gwith f`(j) = 1 i� j = `. Of ourse we may identify the sets Fm and Xm, and to eah` 2 Xm or f` 2 Fm there is exatly one b`. The problem is to �nd ` if f = f` is givenby the orale Qf .The algorithm of Grover works as follows. First we de�ne the Walsh-Hadamardtransform W1 : H1 ! H1 byW1(ei) = 1p2(e0 + (�1)i e1)and Wm = W1 
 � � � 
W1. Now the algorithm is de�ned by(�WmS0WmSf)k (Wm(b0));(24)where k has the order 2m=2. It is shown in Boyer, Brassard, H�yer, Tapp (1998) thatk � � 2m=2�2 is a very good hoie that leads to a high probability of suess.Sine every iteration in (24) osts about m, the total ost (to �nd the element `with high probability) is about m �2m=2 or, with N = 2m, about pN logN . Formallythe algorithm is slightly di�erent beause Sf is only given by the orale Qf , henewe work with m+ 1 instead of m quantum bits.For the problem \ompute the mean of x1; : : : ; xn" we assume, when we onsiderthe quantum bit number model and the numbers ompquant, that there is a Booleanorale that an answer questions of the form \is xi � ?". For the quantum queryomplexity we allow real valued orales and only ount the number of orale alls.Also for all lassial algorithms we simply allow real-valued orales for the xi.



8 ERICH NOVAK3. Proof of Theorem 1We �x a spae F k;�d . First we prove the upper bounds for quantum omputers. Weuse an algorithm of the formA(f) = I(Pnf) + eQdN(f � Pnf):(25)Here I(Pnf) is the integral of a funtion Pnf and QdN is the d-dimensional midpointrule, as in Setion 1.2, whih we apply to (f�Pnf). We now explain the operators Pnand eQdN . By Pn we mean a projetion operator by interpolation, one an use pieewisepolynomials, whih uses n funtion values and gives an orderkf � Pnfk1 � n�;for f 2 F k;�d . It is well known that this is the optimal order of onvergene, see Novak(1988). By eQdN we mean that we do not really apply the midpoint rule QdN . Insteadwe evaluate this midpoint rule by a quantum omputer up to some error "1 �n� withthe ost ost quantquery(N; "1) � C � "�11or ost quant(N; "1) � C � "�11 logN log "�11 ;respetively. The error of this method is bounded bye(f) � n� � (N�� + "1); f 2 F k;�d ;(26)whih is the sum of the error by disretization (the integral being replaed by QdN)and the error made by the approximate evaluation of QdN . This error bound is validfor all � � �, if k = 0, and � = 1, if k > 0. In addition we have to assume that Nis at least of the order n. To simplify the presentation we use a � whih is alwayssmaller than 1. The omplete ost of the method is bounded byost quantquery(N; "1) � C � (n + "�11 )(27)or ost quant(N; "1) � C � n+ C � "�11 logN log "�11 ;(28)respetively. In the query-omplexity ase we simply hooseN� � "�11 � nand observe that we may apply (26), beause of � < 1. We obtain a ost of the ordern and an error of the order n��1 and so obtain the upper bound in (19).In the quantum bit number model we taken � "�11 (log "�11 )2;again with N� � "�11 :



QUANTUM COMPLEXITY OF INTEGRATION 9Then we get the ost bound C "�11 (log "�11 )2and the error bound e(f) � "+11 (log "�11 )�2:We obtain e(f)�1=(+1) = "�11 (log "�11 )2=(+1)and therefore ompquant(F k;�d ; ") � C "�1=(1+) (log "�1)2�2=(+1):Now we prove the lower bound in (19). The spae F k;�d ontains n � "�1=1 funtionsf1; f2; : : : ; fn with disjoint supports suh that� R[0;1℄d fi dx = "1�1=1 and� Pni=1 �ifi 2 F k;�d if j�ij � 1,see Novak (1988, p. 35). Consider now the following problem. Compute the meanvalue of the integrals R[0;1℄d �ifi dx, where j�ij � 1, up to some error "2. We an applythe lower bound of Nayak, Wu (1999), see (4), to obtain the lower boundost � C min ("�1=1 ; "1�1=1 "�12 ):Of ourse we simply put "2 = "1 and obtainost � C "�1=1 :What we estimated was the ost to ompute the mean value. The ost to omputeR0;1℄dPni=1 �ifi dx is atually the sum and hene the error is to be multiplied by n,hene " = "1 n � "1�1=1 . Sine the ost to obtain this error is at least of the order"�1=1 we obtain ompquantquery(F k;�d ; ") � C "�1=(1+):We �nally prove the upper bound for restrited Monte Carlo. Instead of the arbi-trary random numbers of a (general) Monte Carlo method we an only use randombits or oin tossing. We use a disretized version of a well known variane redutiontehnique and write the method in the formA(f) = I(Pnf) + eQdN (f � Pnf);(29)and only the meaning of eQdN is di�erent from (25). By eQdN we mean that we do notreally apply the midpoint rule QdN . Instead we evaluate this midpoint rule by thelassial Monte Carlo method, again up to some error "1 � n� with the ostost oin(N; "1) � C � "�21 logN + n:



10 ERICH NOVAKThe bound "�21 is the lassial Monte Carlo bound, the fator logN omes in beausewe need (about) logN random bits to selet one node from the possible N nodes.The error of this method is bounded bye(f) � n� � (N�� + "1); f 2 F k;�d ;see (26). Again we use a � whih is always smaller than 1. We put N�� � "1 andobtain ost oin(N; "1) � C � "�21 log "�11 + nand e(f) � n� "1:With the hoie n � "�21 log "�11 we obtaine(f)�2=(1+2) � "�21 � (log "�11 )2=(1+2)and therefore (21).4. A Remark on Randomized Quantum AlgorithmsWe present an algorithm to ompute the expetation of arbitrary bounded randomvariables up to some error " > 0. A lassial randomized method needs time "�2. Theproposed algorithm uses the algorithm of Grover and a random generator. We assumethat the random generator is for free and this is ertainly not a realisti assumption.Let (X;B;m) be a probability spae and letF = ff : X ! R j f is measurable and kfk1 � 1g:We want to ompute the integral of a funtion (or the expetation of a randomvariable) I(f) = ZX f(x) dm(x);for f 2 F . With (5) one obtains the omplexity boundomprandomquant (F; ") � C "�1 (log "�1)2;(30)with a onstant C that does not depend on the partiular spae (X;B;m). If we usethe quantum query model, together with a free random generator, then we get in thesame way the upper bound C "�1. We prove (30).To ompute an approximation A(f; ") of I(f) for f 2 F and 0 < " � 1=2 (withthe understanding that (6) should be true) we proeed as follows:� First we randomly selet x1; : : : ; xn 2 X using the random generator, wheren = d72 "�2e:(31)



QUANTUM COMPLEXITY OF INTEGRATION 11If we put1 Qn(f) = 1n nXi=1 f(xi)then it follows from Chebyshev's inequality thatjI(f)�Qn(f)j � "3 with probability at least 7=8:(32)� We assume that an orale is available for the omputation of f(xi), up to amaximal error of "=3. On input i the orale gives ~f(xi) suh thatjf(xi)� ~f(xi)j � "3 :� Quantum omputation. LeteQn(f) = 1n nXi=1 ~f(xi):Then we know jQn(f)� eQn(f)j � "=3 and thereforejI(f)� eQn(f)j � 23" with probability at least 7=8:Hene we ompute an approximation A(f; ") of eQn(f) suh thatjA(f; ")� eQn(f)j � "3 with probability at least 7=8(33) and get (6). With (5) obtain the bound (30) for the omplexity of the problem.Aknowledgments. I thank Peter H�yer very muh for his helpful omments. Petergave me the referene [4℄ and we had a very interesting disussion about di�erentmodels of [quantum℄ omputation and about di�erent upper and lower bounds forthe omputation of the mean of n numbers.Referenes1. D. S. Abrams, C. P. Williams (1999): Fast quantum algorithms for numerial integralsand stohasti proesses. Preprint. See also LANL preprint quant-ph/9908083.2. M. Boyer, G. Brassard, P. H�yer, A. Tapp (1998): Tight bounds on quantum searhing.Fortshritte der Physik 46, 493{505. See also LANL preprint quant-ph/9605034.3. G. Brassard, P. H�yer, A. Tapp (1998): Quantum ounting. Let. Notes on Comp.Siene 1443, 820{831. See also LANL preprint quant-ph/9805082.4. G. Brassard, P. H�yer, M. Mosa, A. Tapp (2000): Quantum amplitude ampli�ationand estimation. Preprint. See also LANL preprint quant-ph/0005055.1Of ourse Qn is simply the lassial Monte Carlo algorithm for the omputation of the integral.Here we only de�ne the points x1; : : : ; xn, we do not ompute Qn(f). This expression is only usedfor the analysis and the intuition.
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